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Charl de Villiers demonstrating scan and treatment

Anne-Marie de Villiers 
Always ready to assist you

SoundWaves Health Clinic in picturesque 
Old Cape Mall in Gordon’s Bay, has through 
the years proven Frequency Therapy as a 
highly scientific system of treatment without 
medication. Our amazing Non Linear System 
offers you this 3-fold benefit: 1) Scan 2) Analy-
sis 3) Treatment. No chemicals; non-invasive; 
and NO side effects!

Wouldn’t you like to have early warning that 
there is a growth in your body – when it’s still 
the size of a pinhead? Wouldn’t you just love to 
get rid of it - without any bodily invasion? How 
about a prostate check; a mammogram; a “pap 
smear” – without being touched at all? 

What about your child struggling with                               
allergies, ADHD etc. - Don’t you just wish you 

Who are we?
Charl de Villiers, distinguished Thera-

pist in Bio-Resonance Medicine, has 
a proven track record in this field rang-
ing over the past 2 decades. He keeps 
abreast of new developments by con-
tinual research, while working toward 
his Doctorate in Energy Medicine and              
Bio-Resonance.

Anne-Marie de Villiers: As his wife 
and business partner, I love sharing his 
passion and vision: to help people enjoy 
good health!

Discover more on our website about 
who we are; the extensive range of             
services we offer; but most of all: what we 
can do for you. Be prepared to have your 
mindset challenged in a positive way!

SoundWaves Health Clinic: Suite 6, Old Cape Mall,                                                   
33 Beach Rd, Gordon’s Bay 

Enquiries and bookings: 083 267 9745
Email: admin@soundwaves.capetown 

www.soundwaves.capetown

A simplified way of picturing this process: (courtesy of Tutorialspoint)
“You truly need sound information to make sound choices!”

Using a digital camera or smartphone for 
a facial photo, light* zooms into the camera 
lens from the face. This incoming light* hits 
the inner sensor chip, breaking it up into mil-
lions of pixels. (Pixels are the multitude of 
minute square picture elements forming the 
image.) 

The sensor measures the colour and 
brightness of each pixel, storing it as a              
number which is then reproduced as a pho-
to. The combination of these pixels is unique 
to that person’s face. 

could discover the cause – and improve the child’s health without medication?
Well, we have the solution! Whereas conventional medicine focuses on symp-

toms, our system can identify and eliminate the origin of a disease/condition – thus 
eliminating those very symptoms.

In fact: we also scan the DNA/RNA; chromosomes; genes; cell walls; cell nucle-
us; even the mitochondria! Scientific studies, medical records and video footage¹ 
substantiate that frequencies (sound waves) do in fact destroy bacteria, viruses, 
parasites - even tumours - without endangering any part of the body.

Furthermore: Frequencies are globally acclaimed and proven as one of the 
best ways of winning the war against cancer. ²

¹YouTube: Search for “Killing with frequencies” and watch numerous fascinating 
demonstrations.

² www.cancertutor.com
Something completely different 

Most of you know that, for several years now, we have scanned and treated               
people all over the world without their physical presence. (The earlier DNA sample 
/nail clippings method – see our website article “Remote Treatment”). 

The surprisingly swift world-wide pandemic lockdowns of 2020 quickly shook 
everybody out of their comfort zones. Globally, people were faced with unexpected 
challenges to former ways of thinking - and working! 

And so, for us at SoundWaves Health Clinic, this brought about the most recent 
addition to our natural health care arsenal:            

Digital Imaging
Without sounding too technical, this process boils down to a few basics:
A digital image is a digitally encoded representation of an object’s visual charac-

teristics (i.e. facial features). Such a digital photo can be copied repeatedly without 
losing any image quality.

 What a bonus: we do all the work, while you are free to continue your daily               
activities without interruption - whether working, relaxing, exercising, watching a 
movie etc. What’s more: it saves you time and money! 

 We have been serving people “remotely” not only in South Africa and                              
cross-border, but also in Australia, Belgium, Dubai, England, Germany, Malta, Na-
mibia, Netherlands, Reunion, Scotland, United States of America – and this list is 
still expanding!

Simply send us your digital photo - from your smartphone to ours!

[*Light = energy/vibrations/frequencies. Bearing in mind that all created things 
have their own unique frequencies, it means that each face consists of its own 
unique frequencies, captured digitally in the form of a combination of pixels – your 
unique combination of pixels/frequencies.]

So, to scan or treat you in your absence we insert your digital photo into our          
specialized system - fondly called “The Black Box”. 

Your photo pixels are instantly transformed into scalar waves.  At 1 and a half 
times the speed of light, these scalar waves capture that image and transmit it into 
space to find the corresponding source (i.e. you). The very moment that occurs, the 
connection between you and the machine is established – enabling us to scan or 
treat you wherever you are. Nothing can block scalar waves!
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